Twenty years have passed since Tomonaga made his important contribution to quantum electrodynamics. Quantum electrodynamics, although incomplete, is a triumph of quantum field theory applied to the electromagnetic interaction and has served as a model for dealing with the other particle interactions as well. The conspicuous lack of success in the domain of non-electromagnetic interactions has led to the replacement of the Lagrangian field theory method by such approaches as S matrix theory, Regge pole analysis, current algebras, etc. While these alternative methods for performing dynamical calculations have scored some impressive successes for a variety of problems in strong and weak interactions, they are essentially "phenomenological" in character and do not have a single coherent theoretical foundation. Indeed, it is fair to say that the more "phenomenological" approaches derive whatever validity they possess from some field-theoretical model.
§1. Introduction
Twenty years have passed since Tomonaga made his important contribution to quantum electrodynamics. Quantum electrodynamics, although incomplete, is a triumph of quantum field theory applied to the electromagnetic interaction and has served as a model for dealing with the other particle interactions as well. The conspicuous lack of success in the domain of non-electromagnetic interactions has led to the replacement of the Lagrangian field theory method by such approaches as S matrix theory, Regge pole analysis, current algebras, etc. While these alternative methods for performing dynamical calculations have scored some impressive successes for a variety of problems in strong and weak interactions, they are essentially "phenomenological" in character and do not have a single coherent theoretical foundation. Indeed, it is fair to say that the more "phenomenological" approaches derive whatever validity they possess from some field-theoretical model.
Under these circumstances and in view of the importance of establishing the underlying group structures for the various types of interactions in particle physics before dynamical calculations are undertaken, the Rochester group 1 ) has attempted to employ the quark model as a probe of higher symmetries. For reasons which have been discussed in detail, 2 l the quark model with chiral decomposition is favored and the parity-SUs mixing group Ws (or S Ws) is of particular interest. As part of a systematic program to work out the consequences of this chiral group for hadrons, the mass relations for mesons have been derived 8 l on the basis of the underlying Ws (or SWs) group together with the well-defined tensor structures of the sym-The mixing of the parity P and the internal Us (or SUa) symmetry contained in the Ws (or SWa) group implies, in general, a mixing of the charge conjugation C with the Us (or SUa) group. Together, these effects produce complications in the calculation of the meson decays which have to be carefully considered. These methodological questions are spelled out in §2- §4 for two-particle decays. In §5, the formulas are applied to twoparticle meson decays (for J=O"', 1±, 2±) and comparison is made with experiment where it exists. Finally in §6 some tentative conclusions are presented. §2. Single particle representation of the Wa and S Wa groups (a) Review of Ws(SWs) and the Ua(SUs) subgroup
The group Wa(SWa) is defined by the algebra of vector and axial vector charges, 8 ) hypothesized on the basis of the three-field model. Parity and charge conjugation are defined on the underlying quark fields and provide isomorphisms between the groups U(A) and U(B) generated by the (V+A) and(V-A) charges respectively. The charges defined by; 
These definitions of P and C, based on the three-field model 3 ) are not the only way of combining discrete operations with a continuous symmetry group. The generalization of Eq. (2) is contained in the theory of group extensions.
•) As an example of a generalization, P or C could be multi-
plied by elements of U(A) or U(B).
The particular definition (2) is important for the interpretation of the higher symmetry since it allows us to decompose irreducible representations (I.R.) of W8 (SW3) into eigenstates of P, C, and Ua(SUs). The latter group is then identified with the Us(SUs) group of hadrons. The generators of G= Us(SUs) are:
and
G6=A6+B:
PGZp-1 =GZ, cc:c-l=-c:.
Thus the particular three-field model definition of P and C allows us to define a Us(SUs) group with the "physical" algebraic relations (4) to P and C. The group G is that group for which P and C are automorphisms.
As shown by Okubo and Mukunda 6 ) the definition of C as an automorphism, which automorphism anti-commutes with the additive quantum numbers Cis, (b) Irreducible representations of Ws(SWs) (5) In this section we discuss only Ws(SWs) irrespective of P and C. By a single particle representation we mean that the indices are not grouped into subsets corresponding to elementary objects. That is we ignore the quark substructure of the particles we consider. two different groups must be specified. It is possible to define permutations on the inequivalent indices keeping in mind the properties such permutations imply with respect to the subgroup G. Each index a or a, is really two labels when referring to a quark: the unitary spin label [U(G)] and the chirality. A permutation of a mixed pair of indices is the product of the parity operation and the permutation of labels of U(G). Parity is just the operation which reverses the sign of the chirality. The permutations of labels of U(G) do not commute with Ws(SWs) since it is easy to find elements of the permutation group S. and of Ws(SWs) which map a given state into orthogonal states when elements of the two groups are applied in opposite order. The permutations do commute with G since under G all indices are equivalent and as is well known Gl. (and a fortiori SU.) commutes with the permutation group.7) The permutations also commute with the parity as defined by (2) but not with a more general definition of parity involving elements of Ws(SWs). Thus for Ws(SWs) symmetry, it is possible to define a permutation symmetry only for a single choice of P. This choice of P also allows the definition of a subgroup G, commuting with both P and the permutation group. Here again, the properties of the subgroup greatly limit the definition of the larger group.
The operation of interchange of a mixed pair of indices can be interpreted as the interchange operation for a pair of quarks (or antiquarks). The general case of particle interchange symmetry will be examined in the section on many-particle representations. Since we are suppressing the explicit quark structure of the single particle representations the question of the statistics of the quark does not arise. Note however that implicit in the quark-model definition of the C operation 3 ) is the assumption that all expressions are antisymmetric in the quark fields.
An example of a reduction at the Ws(SWa) level IS where the symmetry or antisymmetry refers to the Us(SUs) labels not to the dots.
(c) Irreducible representations of Wa(SWs) (single particle)
We go on to consider the group Ws(SWs) with parity and charge conjugation defined as in (2) hereafter denoted by Ws(SW3). From this definition we have (MMO)
PCIR1, Ra))= I (R"t, R:)). We can immediately classify representations according to the relations between Rh R2, R"t, R{. First we note that the adjoint behavior of the generators (1) guaranteed by Fermi statistics for the defining quarks gives:
where T is any tensor and ",...__" means "transforms as". A similar relation holds for the generators B.
In all, there are five classes of single particle representations. Other interesting Us(SUa) representations which have been considered for mesons are an icosuplee 2 ) and a 27. The representation 10 could occur as (10, 1) in Class E but an icosodecuplet (10±10*, 1) would appear in Class B. Such a representation would contain 40 particles, 20 for (P, C) = ( +-), 20 for (P, C)= (-+). The SUs icosuplet would contain 20 particles of the same spin and parity. The representation 27 could come from Class A (8, 8) or Class B (27, 1) or Class D (6, 6*).
(e) Explicit representation of the meson multiplets
From the many recent reviews of meson spectroscopy 13 ) and predictions of Wa(SWs) , 8 ) we tentatively propose the spin parity assignments given in Table I .
The 2+ 1-o-are well established and, except for the basic difficulties of understanding nonets, the 2+ and 1-behave as nonets. The assignment of the J = 0 particles to octets or nonets is left open with the corresponding choice of c for the o+ multiplet. All JP = o+ particles soughe 9 ) and indicated 16 )' 17 ) favor C= + which, within the framework of Ws(SWa), favors a nonet. The 2-assignments are insecure especially since it appears that a single ("Deck") effect may explain away both the A1 and K~. 20 ) Finally, the o+ mesons are still very uncertain, in fact, the support for the three singlets a~400, ?~700, S*~1068 is on very shaky ground.
The description of these multiplets by Wa(SWa) tensors requires the assignment of some phases in the P and C operator. For the time being no significance is attached to the quark structure and only minimal degeneracy is assumed. To define multiplets which have minimal degeneracy and the observed PC eigenvalues we must choose Pz and Cz in the equations Table I .
Kc (1220) Tf(?) 
+
The choice of P1 is made m order that the Ws(SWs) tensors T, V, M transform under P with a phase corresponding to the parity of the space components in Lorentz space. We don't denote the Lorentz structure of ( T,.v): etc. explicitly.
The only coupling of interest in two-body decays of these mesons are 999, 998, 988, and 888 where from now on 9 will denote a P, C eigenstate constructed from the (3, 3*) representation and 8 a P, C eigenstate built from (1, 8) . §3.
Many-particle representations
In the following we will only discuss the couplings 9 X 9 and 8 X 8 to find their Ws(SWs), P and C content. More general couplings are not needed for the two-body decays which we treat. The products and their expansion in terms of two tensors M and N are given below. Note that in studying the P, C content of these product tensors, M and N are assumed to have P1=C= +. The relation of allowed values of P and C for a two particle coupling to the physical P and C values of the particles involved will be made clear in a later section. Also minimum degeneracy is assumed for the tensors M and N comprising the product.
(a) Definition of the complete interchange operator B
The elementary particles to which we are interested in applying generalized Bose statistics will be members of octets (1, 8) or nonets (3, 3*). We do not consider the separate symmetrization of quarks and anti-quarks. 21 ) Thus the complete interchange operator B will involve simultaneous interchange of a pair of upper and lower indices. The two differ in their Us(SUs) content since one is 3* and the other is 6. Also the parity is connected to the U3 (SUs) content.
(b) The P, C, B content of the products 9 X 9 and 8 X 8
The products of interest are 9 X 9 and 8 X 8 since we only consider twobody decays.
The product 8 X 8 yields:
In the above, (MN) means the Ws(SWs) invariant trace and the representation 3' is T[abJ of Us or SUs. The difference between 3' and 3* is significant only for triality selection rules.
For 9 X 9, T 1 ' 1 contains only C= + 1. Either value of P is allowed and B= P since T 1 ' 1 is symmetric on the interchange of U8 (SUs) indices. For T 1 ' 8 , the product contains both C= ± 1 and P= ± 1. The behavior of T 1 ' 8 under B is B(M{Nl-trace) = (N;;Mf-trace),
Thus a PC eigenstate (eigenstate of charge as well) is also an eigenstate of B, B=PC= ±1. Notice that the degeneracy of the product T 1 ' 8 is the maximum whereas the minimum degeneracy of class B is less. This relation between B and PC implies that C is the same as the permutation operator so that here the C eigenvalues correspond to D and F type coupling as they do in SUs. Later we will see examples in which the D or F nature of the product of two octets need not be the same as the C eigenvalue of the coupling.
For T 8 ' 8 we must first reduce the tensor completely under Ws(SWs);
a B= + eigenstate is expanded.
(
As is well known, The Us(SUs) group of interest was defined in (3) and (4). This is the subgroup of Ws(SWs) for which P and Care particular automorphisms having the physical commutation relations ( 4) with the generators especially the diagonal generators Is, Y, t. The consequence of ( 4) is that parity and charge conjugation degeneracy are lifted when we consider IR of G. It is the relations between the Us(SUs) parts of Ws(SWs) IR which we seek. This has already been discussed for the splitting of multiplet masses in first order (MMO) and higher orders 14 ) when Ws(SW3) is broken down to Ua(SUs). For decays, the order of breaking which can give useful relatiors depends upon the number of Ua(SUa), P and C multiplets in the initial and final Ws(SWs) multiplets and, as will be shown later, on the possible appearance of both F and D Ua(SUa) couplings in the same Us(SUs) invariant coupling. This latter possibility has the advantage of providing two equations out of one set of Us(SUs) multiplets. (15) where (14) holds in Wa and both (14) and (15) (14) and (15) hold only because P and C were defined to be the particular isomorphisms that they are. Here is another example in which a more general definition of P(C) would lead to quite different results at the Ua(SUa) level.
The objects defined by (18) Thus an equation of the type o~=of is "true" only up to a sign in Ws(SWs).
Because CofC-1 =o~ is true in W8 (SW8), there is only one degenerate (minimum degeneracy class D) pair of objects (19) which are also eigenstates of Q, Y, t. With the objects (19), we can reduce the representations of Wa(SWs) to Us(SUs), P,
we see that (20) provided (no sum)
Equation (21) is an identity in Ws(SWs) so that the objects (19) are singlets under the Us(SUs) subgroup G. 
where and a Parity eigenstate is
the last term is the Us(SUs) singlet-singlet contribution and the rest is the octet-octet part. Then and <llo~ Tt;.ll> = 1/3 ~=2r;p, a=b which is the equal spacing mass formula of MMO.
(b) Us(SUs) content of two-particle couplings
We consider the expansion of 9X9 and 8X8 into their Us(SUs) couplings. The resulting P, C and Us(SUs) structure will enable us to couple to a third Ws(SWs) multiplet to form Ws(SWs) invariants (exact symmetry) and Us(SUs) invariants (broken symmetry). Since, on the Us(SUs) level, we are only coupling octets to octets and singlets to singlets there is a unique coupling between the single particle state T and the product state X. At the Ws(SWs) level, we are forming either scalars or tensors (3, 3*) of the form r: + Tf; there is at most one way to form either of these from 999, 998, 988, and 888.
In the product 9 X 9, the assumption of minimum degeneracy for the factors makes X and CXC-1 the same Ws(SWs) tensor. Thus we may explicitly add X and CXC-1 after we form C, Is, Y, t eigenstates. The result is that the Ua(SUs) structure depends on the C eigenvalue (similar to 8, and 8. of ordinary SUs). In the product 8x8, the operation B(T 1 ' 1 and T 1 • 8 ) or BP(T 8 • 8 ) mixes X with itself so that the Us(SUs) structure will depend on the B, (BP) eigenvalue respectively. In 8 X 8, the D or F nature of the coupling may be independent of the C eigenvalue. The procedure for finding the Us(SUs) content of the tensors listed in Eq. (10) and (11), is to take repeated traces with o~. The singlets are normalized T. In the above, we have suppressed indices except in the first two examples.
The notation is that of Eq. (22) Having fixed all arbitrary signs in the definition of P, C eigenstates in §2(e) we give the relations between these signs (the physically observed eigenvalues) and the P and C structure of the couplings discussed in §2. Let X stand for a two-particle product representation and T for a oneparticle representation. We are interested in the P and C and Ua (SUa) conserving couplings of X and T, and the P and C structure of the coupling in X and of X to T. We refer to the P and C of the coupling in X as Pw and Cw. If we denote X= PXP-1 for any tensor X, then a P conserving coupling is and so that:
The quantity PIX is given in terms of the tensors M and N comprising X by:
where M and N are one particle Wa(SWa) tensors and Y is the orbital angular momentum wave function for the two-body decay, FoRB= ( -1) 1 • 
2' -;> o· o· 
Equation 25 becomes (26a)
Similarly, for C:
where PT and CT are the physical P and C of the decaying particle T and P1 and C1 are the adjustable signs defined in §2. The large number of predictions possible with the "parity mixing" theories is due to the fact that all decays for a given set of spins (Jc~ J 2 +Js) and a given l value (or effective Lagrangian structure) are related for all values of the parity and charge conjugation. We group the decays by l and the number of parameters available to fit is recorded in Table II as is the number of decays allowed by energy and G conservation with current estimates of the mass. Some decays are G conserving only for one of the assignments for J = 0 particles while some are permitted for both assignments. The decay possibilities are listed in Table II first for exact and broken Ws and then for exact and broken SWs-for both assignments to the J = 0 particles.
(b) Definition of the invariant matrix element
There is no unambiguous theory as yet by which we can define the invariant matrix element for a decay free of all kinematic effects of mass splitting. We adopt the formula conventionally used 22 ) where:
no interaction radius has been included in the angular momentum barrier factor, M0C0 is the product of the Ws (S Ws) invariant element and its Clebsch-Gordan coefficient, M 1C1 the same for the Us(SUs) invariant part (we fit first for M1=0), C is the product of any factors resulting from summation over charge modes or from symmetrization of the final state, P is the center of mass decay momentum, The width formula includes at least three symmetry breaking effects: a) through the use of eigenstates of the broken Ua(SU3) mass operators in M, b) through the definition of the invariant matrix element by an effective Hamiltonian, c) through use of physical masses to evaluate the phase space. Item (a) introduces the mixing angle. Mixing has perhaps the greatest single influence on the predictive power of a symmetry since it is at present the only way to achieve drastic departures from simple phase space ratios for certain suppressed decays.
Other symmetry breaking effects are not included in the phenomenological width formula. Breaking of Us(SUa) is not included in the decay matrix element M except through the mixing angle although it should be for consistency. 23 ) As mentioned, no interaction radius has been introduced as a representation of the barrier position. 24 ) Such a parameter has been used as a spin test 26 ) and as a criterion for the validity of symmetry predictions.26) That some modification of simple phase space arguments is necessary can be seen from the decays r/J~ KK. If the ratio R of rfJ~ K° K 0 to r/J~ K+ K-is taken just as the ratio of P 3 phase space, then but R phase space=Pg;p;=0.65
The discrepancy of a factor of two would make even an !-spin test difficult.
[Just such tests are used to support I spin assignments, for example to the A2 meson. 311 )]
Another symmetry-breaking possibility which is ignored is the phase of the matrix elements. All relative phases are taken to be those of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. The sign of the mixing angle will be chosen to provide necessary suppression of certain decays.
The broken symmetry to be studied here is Ws(SWs) broken to exact Us(SU3). The problem of interpreting the predictions as a test of Ws(SWa) is compounded one step beyond the ordinary Us(SUa) difficulties by the fact that the broken Wa(SWs) mass formulas take into account all orders of the symmetry breaking 8 ) from Ws(SWa) down to Us(SUa). The decays are calculated only to first order in broken Wa(SW3) but use masses which fit formulas including Ws(SWs)-breaking to all orders and Us(SUs)-breaking to first order. Thus the phase space factors now depend upon masses which have the parity, charge conjugation and Ua(SUa) degeneracies lifted and indeed the parity and charge conjugation splittings are much larger in general than the Ua(SUa) splitting. Unless such a procedure is adopted, the theory loses all predictive power (see below). Having explained the basis of our calculation, we shall summarize below the essential results.
(c) Tests of the exact symmetry
In view of the importance of Ws(SWa) symmetry-breaking, we do not expect good results for the decays in the exact Ws(SW8) limit and we are not disappointed in this expectation. As may be seen by inspecting Table  II , no one of the combinations Wa, SWa, J=O (8, 1), anb J=O (3, 3*) in the exact W 3 or SWs limit is free of defects. The easiest case to dispose of is [W8, (3, 3*)] where the most interesting decays are triality forbidden. [Wa, (8, 1) ] and [SWs, (8, 1) ] are identical and also suffer in forbidding several well-known decays. The case of [SWs, (3, 3*) ] is the most interesting; here certain well-known decays are forbidden by the CP properties of the particles \nvolved. For the Ws(SWs) coupling 9 X 9 X 9, there is nothing corresponding to F type SUs coupling; hence couplings involving one C= -1 multiplet vanish.
Where a coupling exists, the predictions for [SWs, (3, 3*)] may be compared to [SWs, (8, 1) ]. The allowed exact SWs symmetry predictions will differ from ordinary Us(SUs) in two ways. First, in some cases we can relate D type to F type processes; for example, 2+~1-o-(F) and 2+ --""1 +o+ (D) are described by the same reduced matrix element when J = 0 particles are in the representation (8, 1). The second difference is that all decays involving singlets are determined up to the mixing angle which follows from the mass formula.
We first consider tests of [SWs, (3, 3*)]. i) 2+ ~o-o-Since (9 X 9 X 9) contains octet and singlet contributions with opposite sign we will fail to obtain the correct suppression of the rate J'~nn unless we use a negative f-f' mixing angle. With a negative mixing angle the predictions are the same as GS 11 ) , except that only one input rs needed and th~re is the extra prediction Cn =pure octet, X= singlet)
where F is the coupling constant of GS.
For 2+ ~o+o+, S Ws predicts the same coupling constant as for 2+ ~o-o-. Using the tentative masses of Table I and no mixing in the scalar nonet (a analog of n). We have Since mixing in the o-nonet is small, we assume no mixmg in the o+ nonet. We assign a to the octet because if a were an SUa singlet the rate X~r;a would be highly suppressed. It appears that the decay X~r;n:n: is "enhanced" and needs the a hypothesis to explain it.l7) This implies that a is mostly octet. Two fits are given. One is for r(a~n:n:) =80 Mev, the other for r(S*) =80 Mev. The SWs prediction of importance is that r(S*~n:n:) and r(S*~qu), r(S*~4n:), are both appreciable. The small widths of X ~r;n:n: and tc~ Kn: are both in agreement with experiment, but could simply be phase space. v) 2+~2-o-Only two decays are expected in this class with present knowledge of the 2-and o+ masses. These are J'~A1n: and J~A1n:. They should exhibit the same dependence on f'-f mixing as do f' ~mr and J~n:n:.
Present data on J~4n: gives an upper limit of 4% of r(J~n:n:)l8). This means J'~A1 n:~4n: should be negligible (Dr<O) None of the possible combinations of signs of the two mixing angles give reasonable fits. The predictions for 2+ ~ 1-o+ are all too large by an order of magnitude. The one prediction independent of mixing angles is r(A2~pa) =92Mev. iii) 1-~1-o-. Using the decay r(¢1~pn) =0.6 Mev as input, we can make the same prediction listed in ii) under [SWs, (3 The first thing to note about the exact symmetry predictions is that though they have opposite dependence on the sign of mixing angles they are both internally consistent once the sign is chosen. Evidence from the spin two decays slightly favor [SWa, (3, 3*) ] because the predictions for 2-~1-o are very bad in [SWs, (8, 1) ] . Evidence from the spin one decays again favors [SWa, (3, 3*) ]. However, it is not so much what we predict which decides in favor of [SWs, (3, 3*) ] as that which is forbidden. As pointed out by Sakurai, 8 ) the existence of a vector nonet with degenerate singlet and octet can not be reconciled with a strong <V[P, P]) coupling such as that responsible for p~nn in exact SUs. In [SWs, (3, 3*) ], the trilinear coupling VPP is forbidden by the C, P structure: Thus, exact SWa does not contain any coupling which would split the octet and singlet through self-energy diagrams. Both singlet-octet splitting and the decay V~ PP can be attributed to SWs breaking. Note that we are still left with the difficulty in explaining how the strong interaction ..f'CS) which breaks SWs down to SUs leaves the singlet and octet nearly degenerate.
The same argument explains why the octet and singlet of the 2+ and 2-nonets are not split at the level of exact SWs by self-energy diagrams involving a trilinear coupling TVP. Splitting of the spin two nonets by a T ~ PP coupling can be expected to be much smaller as may be seen by comparing the coupling constants for 2+~1-o-and 2+~o-o-of GS. Interpreting P as an exact [SWs, (3, 3 
(d) Tests of the broken symmetry
In the previous section we analyzed the predictions of exact W 8 and exact SWs taking seriously the particle assignments of Table I . In testing the exact symmetry we kept the "well-established" multiplets 2+, 1-, o-on the same footing as the poorly established multiplets 2-, 1+, o+. Our single conclusion was that the exact symmetry predictions favor [SWs, (3, 3*)] .
In proceeding further to test what we expect to be a large symmetry breaking we shall emppasize predictions about the "well-established" multiplets because the large uncertainties in the data on 2-, 1 +, o+ make them of little help in fixing added parameters. The four decays which we will emphasize are 2+~1-o-; 2+~o-o-; 1-~1-o-; 1-~o-o-.
A few general comments about the first order symmetry breaking are in order. First of all, the coupling 998 provides another way of distinguishing Ws from SWa. In Ws, the first order symmetry breaking vanishes for 998 because of triality while the first order breaking is allowed in S Wa for 998. Since 998 has the same exact symmetry predictions for W 3 and S Ws, we can directly compare predictions of broken Wa and broken SWa. A second comment is that in some cases the parameters introduced by the symmetry breaking are redundant. An example is the case 1-~o-o-in [SW3, (3, 3*)]. The exact symmetry coupling is forbidden by C but the broken symmetry provides two parameters. The broken symmetry couplings are 9x9~T 1 " 8 and 9x9~T 3 *' 6 both of which are just F type coupling. Thus the two broken symmetry parameters are redundant.
There is very little quantitative information to be extracted from the broken symmetry predictions. A useful piece of information which we would like to have is the relative size of the exact and broken couplings. In the last section we pointed out one case in which we would have to say the broken symmetry coupling was much stronger than the exact symmetry coupling. For couplings listed in Table II Here A is the exact symmetry coupling and B the broken symmetry. As an estimate of A/ B we set the matrix element to zero and get that for sin Ov~1lv3, ~B. There are not enough cases available to test to establish a clear trend of the relative sizes of the broken and unbroken couplings.
Summarizing the results of symmetry breaking we can say that the good predictions of the exact symmetry remain good for the four well known decays and the choice between Wa and SWs and between J=O (8, 1) and (3, 3*) still rests with the less well known decays. When more precise data becames available even for the z+ decays as well as z-' 1 +, o+, we can expect that quantitative symmetry breaking predictions will differentiate the four possibilities. §6.
Conclusions
In an attempt to test the ideas of parity mixing in trilinear couplings of mesons we have shown how a very large number of two-body decays may be related to a small number of parameters using exact and broken Ws or SWs. We have shown how the predictions for a single set of initial and final intrinsic parities reproduce the results of SUs with Okubo's prescription for handling nonets 29 ) but here the nonets occur naturally. We have also shown how many interparity relations are at present compatible with experiment but await confirmation.
At the present level of experiment it is not possible to test the full predictive power of this higher symmetry scheme. As a result no conclusive choice based on numerical predictions can be made for Ws vs. SWs or for an (8, 1) vs. (3, 3*) assignment of the J=O mesons. We can say definitely that broken symmetry is necessary since no one of the four exact symmetry predictions is free of faults. The broken Ws (SWs) symmetry predictions can be exhaustively tested because of the small number of independent parameters but the ability to differentiate the four cases above requires data on the poorly known particles 2-, 1+, o+.
For completeness we mention another higher symmetry scheme which has the ability to classify 33 ) and couple 34 ) many of the particles contained in the Wa(SW8) theory. This theory is U(12) with kinetic spurion breaking. The U(12) kinetic spurion theory relates many of the same "bumps" (although with different spin-parity assignments) and their decays as does Wa(SWs). The U(12) theory also has the property of relating decays involving different spins and parities to a single unknown coupling constant. The numerical predictions of this theory 34 ) for the well-known decays 2+ -> 1-o-and 2+ ~o-o-are in fair agreement with experiment. There is one advantage to these predictions and that is that the kinematic factors for the two decays of the 2+ are predicted to be the same. This eliminates some of the ambiguities mentioned in §5 in connection with the phenomenological width formula.
